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Meet ... Ruby Short McKim
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Ruby Short McKim was 
a true Renaissance woman, 
way ahead of her time. If 
you know your quilt history 
then you know that Ruby was 
nationally known as a top 
quilt designer of the 1920s 
and 1930s. But she was also 
a fine artist who expressed 
her talent in many mediums 
in addition to being a sharp 
business woman. Ruby was 
a devoted wife, mother and 
loving grandmother. 

Ruby’s youngest grand-
daughter, Merrily McKim 
Tuohey, has made it her mis-
sion to bring Ruby’s life and 
work back to life. She has 
been unpacking the dusty 
boxes from the attic since 
2006 and is sharing the joy of  
Ruby’s life and beauty of her 
talent with those who would 
appreciate it. 

2016 marks the 100th 
Anniversary of Ruby Short 
McKim’s 1st published quilt 
pattern, “Quaddy Quiltie”. 
The pattern was published in 

“The Kansas City Star” news-Ruby Short McKim’s “Quaddy Quiltie” quilt. Plus an example of type of simple  
embroidery pattern on the blocks designed for children. From the Mother Goose series 
published in 1916.

2016 Marks 100th Anniversary of Ruby’s 
First Published Quilt Pattern
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Fr
om The Editor

Greetings... 
 A very merry time I wish to thee.
 Thy dearest hope come true and worries flee.
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Message from your President

In Memoriam
Neysa J. Powell, former President of The Appliqué Society, passed away on 

September 14, 2015.
Neysa served as president of TAS from 2001-2005. During that time she 

worked tirelessly to grow TAS. She organized the first TAS quilt show in Dallas, 
Texas.  After stepping down from her job as President she continued to work with 
TAS behind the scenes. She was always ready to help when asked and she helped 
proofread the newsletter for many, many years. Her passion was appliqué and all 
things stitching related. She also enjoyed designing patterns, creating her own 
hand-dyed fabric and spending time with her husband, Dwayne, in their Irving, 
Texas, home.

What can TAS do for you?  
The board members hear this question all the time and we have struggled to answer 

it for years.  We are an organization run by volunteers who want to pass on our love and 
knowledge of applique.  We produce a fantastic newsletter that for $25 per year is a great 
deal considering it is not filled with advertisement like the quilting magazines that you 
pay the same if not more for.

I wonder why the question is “What can TAS do for me?” and not “What can I do for TAS?”  When 
was the last time you invited a friend, family member or neighbor to join your group?  Getting together and 
enjoying stitching or learning a new technique is what TAS is all about.  If every member got just one new 
person to join TAS the organization would be so much bigger and better.  If members would take the time 
to set up a booth at their local quilt shows or fair and not just sit and stitch but actually get new members to 
join, we would be so much stronger.  Some chapters hold an Open House and invite the public to come and 
learn what applique is.  Posting flyers and notices in the local Quilt Shops or Guilds or putting the time and 
meeting place of the TAS Group in the newspaper, it is all about sharing this wonderful art.   

We currently have a wonderful group of ladies who are giving hours of their stitching time as 
volunteers to do the business side of TAS so that you can enjoy the art of applique.  We are solely financed 
by membership dues and if you want TAS Quilt Shows in the future and you want to keep receiving the 
newsletter then we must ALL do our share or we will go by the wayside just as NQA has done.  NQA folding 
was a wakeup call for all quilting organizations.

So please, share your love of applique and keep TAS a viable organization.  Applique is not a dying art, 
it needs to be passed on to future generations by us the members of TAS.

         Virginia

If you have any questions about your membership or TAS  
we invite you to contact members of your board at any time.  

Either use the TAS 800 number or pop them an e-mail
See contacting TAS page on page 18 of this newsletter  

for more information
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From Page 1

Next Page Please

paper in 1916. TAS is proud to be a part of this celebration 
and with the publication of this article we will be among 
the very first to usher in Ruby’s 100th anniversary celebra-
tion. We welcome Merrily McKim Tuohey to the TAS 
newsletter.

Merrily, can you tell us about your grandmother 
and the 100th Anniversary Celebration?

The publication of her “Quaddy Quiltie” blocks, also 
known as the “Bedtime Quilt”, was co-copyrighted with 

Thornton Burgess and was the launch of Grammy’s career as we know it.  She also published the “Mother Goose” series 
in 1916.  From there she went on to publish a multitude of quilt pattern series in both national and international venues 
through 1937.  Quilt Historians have said that Grammy was the first to publish quilt patterns as a series in newspapers and 
magazines.

Grammy and Granddaddy started the original McKim Studios in the mid 1920s.  They offered an extensive variety 
of needlework patterns for quilts, family and home in their “Designs Worth Doing” catalogs.  McKim Studios was a very 
successful homegrown cottage industry, even during the depression, due to low prices.

When Grammy studied at the New York School of Fine Design, graduating in 1912, she adopted the philosophy pre-
sented by Frank Alvah Parsons.  Simply stated, she believed that all women should have beautiful things in their homes, 
not just the wealthy.  It’s evident in McKim Studio’s catalogs that she took Parson’s philosophy to heart.

In the middle of all this, Grammy worked for and/or contributed to “Better Homes & Gardens”, “Child Life Maga-
zine”, “Woman’s World” and “The Kansas City Star” featuring weekly and monthly columns and patterns for many years.

In 1931, Grammy published “One Hundred and One Patchwork Patterns”.  
These patterns were a compilation of old time quilt patterns redrawn or reworked 
by Grammy.  The informative text was written by Grammy and Granddaddy.  This 
book was also very successful, many people still consider it to be their ‘Quilt Bible’.  
Reprints of the book have been revised and omit a lot of the original content.  Our 
website includes everything from the original 1931 printing, all 101 patterns are free 
to download, and the valuable text can easily be printed.  If interested go to http://
www.101patchworkpatterns.com.  

In 2013 a very dear friend of mine, Morgan Yeats, pointed out to me that the 100th 
Anniversary was coming up, and she asked me if I had thought about doing anything 
special…I had not!  If not for her foresight, I may have missed this opportunity to give 
Grammy the attention she deserves, especially in this significant anniversary year.

My mission from the beginning of this journey has been to light up the life and 
work of Ruby Short McKim, and now there are many things planned for 2016 to keep 
her ‘in the air’ throughout the year.  I hosted an online 2016 Celebration Calendar con-

test this year, which is the first ‘big thing’ for 2016. Articles, exhibits, pattern releases…with more surprises to come. 
What type of a quilt was “Quaddy Quiltie”?     Grammy’s focus in the early years of her career was on children’s 

themes, straight from the heart.  This was a love she picked up from her mother, Viola Short, who was a teacher before 
marriage.

The Quaddy Quiltie has 20 blocks designed for embroidery. Each block features a different character from Thornton 
Burgess’ Bedtime Stories book series.  The angular/linear designs were designed specifically for young children to em-
broider themselves, which was common back then.  

Obviously the quilt was designed for a child’s bed, maybe so the children could have the characters snuggled up 
close while the adults read to them.  Pretty good marketing technique in my opinion!

Merrily McKim Tuohey standing in front of portrait of 
Ruby Short McKim and her eldest daughter, Betty

Ruby Short McKim

http://www.101patchworkpatterns.com
http://www.101patchworkpatterns.com
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McKim Studios will be offering a very special Com-
memorative Pattern Packet for the Quaddy in 2016.  That’s 
all I can say for now…but you may want to keep an eye out 
for it.

How did having Ruby Short McKim as your 
grandmother impact your life?

Grammy was a true matriarch of the McKim Clan.  
My siblings and I were the youngest group of grandchil-
dren with my father, Kim McKim, being Grammy’s young-
est and only son born in 1933.

Both Grammy and Granddaddy were the ‘ground 
floor’ of our family.  They both were very involved and 
interactive in our lives in a multitude of ways…Grand-
daddy read to us from their extensive children’s library, we 
begged Grammy for more of her silly back rubs, there was 
always creative projects to work on, practicing reading and 
writing, helping in the kitchen, exploring and playing all 
through the big stone house and the children’s playhouse 
out back, and you could always find a quiet space to sit and 
read (which we did A LOT).  Their house was our special home away from home.

We had almost daily contact with family lunches at Kelsey’s (several days a week), Sunday dinners, and holidays.  
An especially wonderful thing they did for us was to have one grandchild stay all night periodically.  Since I’m from a 
family of five children, this was a VERY big deal.  My turn was always my saving grace.

Granddaddy was elected “Father of the Year” and was featured in the “Independence Examiner” in 1962.  We were 
all pictured in the paper having lunch at Kelsey’s, Granddaddy’s very dear friend.

As grandchildren we weren’t aware of Grammy’s ‘quilt life’, to us she was just our beloved Grammy.  I cannot il-
lustrate with words the tremendous impact that she especially had, and continues to have, on all of our lives.  I miss her 
terribly, but I know she’s watching and smiling…maybe even feeling a bit embarrassed with all this attention.

Merrily, you are so busy promoting your Grammy’s work through her patterns and the website I don’t know 
how you have time to do anything else. Do you have time to do any stitching at all?

I have been teaching myself to embroider, and although I’m no expert, I seem to have a knack for it ; )  I’ve even 
designed a few things using Grammy’s artwork, but it’s all taken a back seat to meet the demand for Grammy’s patterns, 
which is just fine and as it should be.  

My education and experience is in graphic design and web development.  I had dreams of pursuing fine art when I 
was in college but it wasn’t financially practical.  It’s really wonderful because everything I’ve done has prepared me for 
this journey to “light up” Grammy and her life.  No one else in the family would have been able to take this on in this way, 
and I’m crazy passionate to do it.  I love every minute! 

 
Merrily has donated four of Ruby’s vintage appliqué patterns to TAS. We will be featuring 

one pattern in each of the next four issues of the newsletter in honor of the 100th Anniversary 
celebration! Thank you so much Merrily.

 
Our own Barb Eikmeier has written an article about the history of some 

of Ruby’s appliqué designs. You can find her article starting  on page 8 

Please visit Merrily’s website at www.mckimstudios.com to learn more 
about Ruby and find the many “Treasures” currently available. They are al-
ways adding more so be sure to keep checking back for new additions! If you 
can’t find what you’re looking for on the website, drop Merrily a note and let 
her know and she will check the family archives.  

Ruby Short McKim and her husband Arthur McKim

http://www.mckimstudios.com
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Merrily McKim Tuohey
Landline (816) 741-0623  |  Cell (816) 309-9794  |  merrily@mckimstudios.com

Red

Ice Blue Ice Blue

White

White

Orchid

Dark GreenBrown

Winter

No. 740D - Winter
All colors marked "D" are for winter.  Place first the moon and orchid 

distance on the sky; second, pale blue foreground with white appliques, red 
berries, etc. on over sky to complete panel 6 x 8 inches.  Then the brown 
tree, dark green tree and rabbit who has white tail place first.  This tail may 
have white "fuzz" stitches as indicated.
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TAS Show and Share

Here is a photo of my version of 
Jeanne Austins Baltimmore quilt from 
the blocks that were in our newsletter.  
       I reduced the blocks & I also made 
a matching pillow.   
       Did most of it by the back-basting 
method.

Marilyn Hubbard - Idaho 

Jeannie Austin’s  
Album Blocks  
Work into A Lovely Quilt

Submitted by: Arlene Beck
In October of 2012, Super Storm Sandy devastated the Jersey Shore. In the years that followed, the Garden State has 

repaired the majority of the damage, proving that they truly are “Stronger Than The Storm.”  
Eleven members of The Mouse Creek Appliquérs of Wall, NJ wanted to design a quilt for the #PNQE Competition that 
encompassed the spirit of their state. See this quilt “New Jersey - Stronger Than The Storm” on display at the Pennsylva-
nia National Quilt Extravaganza. — at Greater Philadelphia Expo Center at Oaks.

 From left to right: Cathy Popp, Cindy Strong and Barbara Chas. All whom contributed to the quilt.

New Jersey Chapter is “Stronger Than The Storm”

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/pnqe
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By Barb Eikmeier
In celebration of the 100th anniversary of the publication of Ruby Short McKim’s 

first quilt I’m offering TAS members a new series of articles featuring lessons built around 
appliqué patterns presented in Ruby’s only book, One Hundred and One Patchwork Patterns. 
The patterns are available to download for free at www.101patchworkpatterns.com 

Ruby Short McKim’s quilt patterns were syndicated and printed in newspapers 
throughout the 1920s and 30s. The scant instructions may cause you to avoid making one 
of her quilts today but as a quilt designer I find it intriguing that she managed to fit all the 

necessary information into a few columns of tiny print. Take for example “Rose Cross” which appears on pages 24 and 25 
of my 1962 edition of her book (reprinted by Dover). Ruby opens with, “Appliqué is one of the most popular branches of 
the quilt making art and it is for lovers of appliqué that the “Rose Cross” is offered.” She gives color ideas but neglects 
to mention the size of the background block. Not to worry! Ruby goes on to suggest “… lattice strips of 3 inches wide by 
12 inches long when finished”. Ah ha! That’d be for a 12” finished block! It may take a little reading between the lines but 
once you know the block size that the design is intended for the pattern becomes user friendly for those who work with 
regular needle turn or prepared edge appliqué.  But for those of us who prefer a technique, such as back basting appliqué, 
which requires a full size pattern, we have a bit more work to do to get ready. Here is the method I used to convert the 
“Rose Cross” pieces to a full sized pattern. 

1. Download and print the Rose Cross pattern from 
www.101patchworkpatterns.com .

2. Start with a piece of tracing paper cut to the finished size of the 
block. For the Rose Cross block we will use a 12” x 12” finished size.  
Tape sheets together if your paper is not large enough.

3. Fold the paper into fourths (like a napkin) then fold it diagonally 
creasing well at the folds. I have drawn over the creases with a marking 
pen so you can see where the folds are but it is usually not necessary to 
draw these lines as long as you can see the creases well enough.

4. Using the crease lines as landmarks place your paper over the 
pattern and position the rose in the center. Trace the three layers of the 
central rose using a pencil. I go over the pencil line with a fine point 
permanent marker – usually as a last step. In this lesson I have gone over 
the lines as I went along so they would show in the photos.

5. Working in one quadrant, using the diagonal fold as a guide for 
positioning, trace the outer most motif, in this case the bud. Be sure to 
allow a little space so the appliqué doesn’t fall too close to the edge.  
Next, draw the corner flower using the diagonal line for placement. You 
will notice that my example has only two leaves per quadrant while the 
original had four. When I drew the four leaves into the space remaining 
between the outer edge of the center rose and the bottom of the corner 
flower the leaves fit but were very crowded. This may explain why 
we see so many variations of patterns in historical examples. Like me, 
quilters of the past came up with their own solutions when a pattern 
didn’t fit properly. Ruby included a message encouraging adaptation and 
creativity by writing, “The pattern may be made just as elaborate as 
the maker chooses and her originality has more chance to assert itself.” 
My originality asserted itself by saying, “Just leave off the second set of 
leaves.” Other possible solutions are to decrease the size of the leaf or 
increase the size of the background block. Next Page Please

Rose Cross — Creating a Full 
Sized Pattern from Ruby’s Book

Barb Eikmeier

http://www.101patchworkpatterns.com
http://www.101patchworkpatterns.com
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Continued on Page 10

6. To make my leaves symmetrical I drew the first leaf then folded the 
paper in half along the diagonal crease. This allowed me to trace the leaf in 
the other half of the quadrant creating a symmetrical arrangement.

7. Instead of tracing each motif from the book to complete my full sized pattern once I had the first quadrant 
completed I refolded my paper and traced the pattern into an adjacent quandrant. Use a light box if needed. When you 
unfold the paper the design will be completed in two sections.

 
8. Fold the paper in half the other direction so the completed sections show through and trace the remaining half of 

the block. When you open the paper, all four quadrants will be traced. 
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9. I used a ruler to draw the straight stems individually 
because I can get them straighter and more even than when 
tracing. At this point trace over the pencil lines with a fine point 
permanent pen to complete your full sized pattern.

10. Proceed with the appliqué method you like best, for me it’s 
Back Basting Appliqué where I used this pattern to trace onto the 
wrong side of my background fabric. 

 
 I’ll be back in the next issue with another lesson using 
another vintage Ruby Short McKim appliqué pattern. Be sure 
to visit www.101patchworkpatterns.com to download the “Rose 
Cross” pattern for free and join the fun of celebrating 100 
years since Ruby’s first pattern was published!é

Rose Cross Pattern Making Continued from page 9

Editor’s Note:  Barb is the au-
thor of the book “Back-Basting 
Appliqué Step by Step by Hand 
or Machine” If you haven’t 
tried her Back Basting Appliqué 
method you will want to pick up 
a copy of her book.

FYI!  Attention if you live in the Maybrook, NY Area
The Mid-Hudson Valley Appliquérs of Maybrook, NY,  will be meeting at the 

George C. Bullis Community Center/Library on the third Thursday of each month. 
Please contact Eileen Keane at mpkemk@gmail.com for more information.”

http://www.101patchworkpatterns.com
mailto:mpkemk%40gmail.com?subject=Mid-Hudson%20Valley%20Appliqu%C3%A9rs%20Chapter
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Our Pattern Contributors

There’s a Cat in my Baltimore Album! 44” x 54” 

“There’s a 
Cat in my 
Baltimore  
Album”

  
Continues with 

Blocks #3,4,5 & 6.
It is always so nice to be able to have our 

pattern designer take the time to offer their 
thoughts and comments on the patterns as we 
work through them. 

Karen Grover, our designer, has offered the 
following comments that I think you will find 
most useful.

By: Karen Grover 
         I hope you are enjoying this pattern.  I am 
anxious to see some completed blocks. 

When I did this, I had gotten a complete set of coordinated fat quarters.  At the time, that was a big splurge for me. I 
would also be interested in knowing if anyone is using wool.  

Block 3:  The vine that winds around the cats tail will be easier if you actually cut the curved pieces instead of using 
bias strips, however, if you do use bias strips, get them damp and then pin them to the pattern and press dry so that you 
can get a smooth curve.

Block 4:  Watch the placement on this one.  I think I would complete the basket using reverse appliqué and then 
baste both the basket and the cat body prior to doing any appliqué.  The next step would be to add the stems and appliqué 
them down where they go behind the cat.

Block 5:  This should be a simple block.  Again, you have a choice; appliqué the circles on the basket or do them as 
reverse appliqué.  There are quite a few circles on this one, so if you get a rhythm going go for the appliquéd circles. The 
only advantage reversed appliqué would have is that the basket will be done before you put it on the block.

Blocks 6: Complete the flowers before putting them on the block.  Note that the legs go on last over both pieces of 
the basket.

Come Join the Conversation  
Visit the TAS Facebook Page today!
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Chapter news...Northern Needle Sisters 

Submitted by:  Linda A. Postlethwait  
The Northern Needle Sisters would like to suggest a display of quilts at a local Senior Center as a community 

activity.  We have found that showing our quilts has been a very rewarding experience which is greatly appreciated by the 
residents of the Anchorage Pioneer Home. This was our fourth year of having a quilt show and our nine member chapter 
displayed 40 quilts. We hope other TAS Chapters will do an activity with Senior Citizens in their community.   

Here is a Great Idea!

Did You Know? The On-line Newsletter is now Interactive
By:  Patti Ives

The on-line newsletter has gone “interactive”.  What does this mean? It means that now, when you are reading your 
TAS newsletter on-line, you will be able to click on the links provided and be taken directly to that links’ location on the 
internet.  Watch for the underlined web addresses or e-mail address. Your cursor will turn into a pointing finger hand, then 
just click and off you go. The e-mail links should automatically open your default e-mail program. The links to web pages 
should take you directly to that web page. 

It is recommended that you have the most current version of Acrobat Reader http://get.adobe.com/reader/ installed 
on your computer. Should you have problems with the links not working, you can still access the websites and the e-mail 
the old fashioned way...type them into either your e-mail program or your web browser.
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TAS Show and Share
Congratulations Cheryl Haigh on Your 

Best of Appliqué and People’s Choice Award

Submitted by: Anita M. Smith 
Cheryl Haigh won Best of Show and Best 
of Appliqué and People’s choice with 
her appliqué quilt. She is also our own 
Appliqué on Whidbey Chapter member. 

When asked about her project Cheryl 
said...I purchased a copy of Margaret 
Docherty’s book “Birds “n” Roses” when 
it was for sale at the American Quilter’s 
Society in 2006.  I am a self-taught quilter 
and was so inspired by Margaret’s quilt I 
wanted to learn how to make it. The more 
I studied the more I convinced myself I 
could make the quilt.

I became a member of TAS at the 
LaConner Quilt Museum and the ladies were so helpful 
with tips and choice of colors.

The detail photo was taken as I worked on different 
sections of the quilt. I did a demo at the LaConner Quilt 
show years ago and used the quilt to show needle turn 
appliqué. When the show was over I was unable to locate 
one of the outside border pieces and had to search for 
fabrics to match the ones purchased years before.  After 
months of searching, I was able to locate the fabrics to 
complete the quilt.

It was such a joy to watch the reaction of people at the 
Island County Fair when they viewed the quilt for the first 
time. I love hand appliqué and hope the quilt will inspire 
people to try needle turn appliqué.  

Cheryl Haigh

“Birds and Roses”  86” x 86” designed by Margaret Docherty  
and appliquéd by Cheryl Haigh

Detail corner area
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Let’s Go Shopping by Patti Ives

I don’t know how she does it but Karen Kay Buckley 
just seems to keep coming up with new ideas to make our 
stitching life easier and so much fun!

This time I have a few items I think you will be inter-
ested in. First, if you remember Karen’s Perfect Adjustable 
Square™ then you will be familiar with the concept of her 
new Perfect Adjustable Ruler™

Sometimes if we are traveling to a workshop or even 
just working at home those large quilt rulers we all use can 
just be too big. I always worry they will get broken in trans-
portation and at home I am always trying to find a place to 
store them. Now Karen has solved this problem in a most 
ingenious way. She has developed the Perfect Adjustable 
Ruler™. Yes, I said adjustable. 

The ruler comes in two sizes a 3” and a 6” wide ver-
sion. Each ruler comes in 5 easy-to-handle pieces. These 
pieces then snap together to create the size ruler you need. 
The pieces snap together very easily and are quite sturdy. 
By snapping the pieces together in different configurations 
you can create either a 6-inch, a 12-inch, an 18-inch or a  
24-inch ruler.  In effect you are getting four rulers for the 
price of one!

You will find the markings on the rulers are very easy 
to read and they include 30°, 45° and 60° degree angle 
marks as well. 

When you first receive your ruler you will find they 
have paper on the back of the pieces. You will need to 
remove this. You will also find 5 larger pieces that make 
up most of the ruler length but there is also a smaller piece, 
called the end cap. This cap is the smallest of all the ruler 
pieces and Karen recommends that you keep this end at-
tached to the first ruler section just to insure you don’t lose 
it in your travels.

Speaking of travels, both the 6” and the 3” rulers come with their very own felt bag to store them in. This travel case 
is made of a sturdy felt and comes in a pretty purple and green color combination. When the rulers are broken down to 
their individual pieces and stored in their case they take up very little room and you can rest assured the rulers are well 
protected.

The rulers will arrive at your door beautifully packaged and are priced at $25.95 for the 3” ruler and $33.95 for the 
6” ruler. You can save some money if you order the set from Karen’s website. The price for the set of both rulers is $47.95

To see an instructional video on these rulers please visit Karen’s website at www.karenkaybuckley.com and you will 
find a video at the bottom of the home page. You can also find more information on the rulers and the video by clicking on 
her “store” link at the top of the page.

6” Perfect Adjustable Ruler

3” Perfect Adjustable Ruler

Karen Kay Buckley Does it Again With Her 
Perfect Adjustable Ruler™

www.karenkaybuckley.com
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Remember I said there were a couple of new items 
from Karen Kay Buckley that I thought you might enjoy. In 
fact there are actually four more items. 

Karen has designed 4 small quilt patterns called  
“Modern Flower Quilts”. All these little quilts have a fin-
ished size of 22 ½” x 22 ½” and have an appliquéd center 
block with a larger background of at least two different 
fabrics. This is a great way to use up some of your favorite 
fabrics.

Inside the pattern package you will find the center 
appliquéd block pattern. The pattern is printed full size and 
numbered. You will also find a great little instruction manual. 
The manual includes a list of supplies, instructions on cut-
ting and marking your fabric, securing appliqué shapes and 
appliqué instructions. There are several photographs used to 
illustrate the different techniques used as well as instructions 
on making stems using Karen’s Perfect Stems™ method, you 
will watch a video on Karen’s site to learn this method, or 
use the clover bias maker or embroidery. Karen also includes 
tips for hand and machine appliqué as well as finishing the 
blocks and quilt construction. 

These fun patterns add a bit of a modern touch to your 
work and are priced at $13.95 each or purchase the set of all 
four patterns for $40 from Karen’s website at www.karen-
kaybuckley.com click on the “store” link and look under 
DVD, Books, Patterns.

Four Striking Patterns  
From Karen Kay Buckley

Still looking for a gift for that quilting buddy? How about the gift of relaxation 
and creativity all at the same time?

These days it seems everyone is coloring…yes, coloring using basic colored 
pencils or Crayons and coloring books. This is a sure way to unplug and relax. While 
you are relaxing the creative side of your brain kicks in and you won’t know where 
that could take you. You may decide to play with combining different colors that will 
eventually translate into a quilt. C&T Publishing has just released four of these adult 
coloring books all based on the designs of some well-known quilt and fabric designers.  
See, even when coloring you can be playing with fabric!

Each of these books contains 18 different designs you can color or draw or paint. 
Learn how colors go together with the included “How Colors Play Together” article 
written by Lynn Koolish and Kerry Graham. 

“Boho Designs” features designs from Valori Wells fabric designs based on her 
love of nature.  “Playful Designs” features some of Patty Young’s original fabric de-
signs. “Fantastical Designs” by Paula Nadelstern offers patterns from Paula’s original 
fabric designs and you will see the influence of her beloved kaleidoscopes in her work.  
“Swirling Designs” offer designs based on Trapunto quilt patterns from Romanian quilt 
maker by the name of Geta Grama. 

All in all you will find yourself lost in creative thoughts while relaxing coloring the 
patterns found in these books. So pick up the biggest box of crayons you can find and 
some of these wonderful coloring books today. Price $6.95 

 

Patty YOung

Playful 
Designs

coloring book

#6

P.O. Box 1456 • Lafayette, CA 94549 • 800.284.1114 • www.ctpub.com    Copyright © 2013 by C&T Publishing, Inc. • Designed in the U.S.A. Made in China.

Friendship Posy quilt made by Geta Grama  
from Shadow Trapunto Quilts by Geta Grama

ISBN 978-1-60705-775-8

9 7 8 1 6 0 7 0 5 7 7 5 8

5 0 6 9 5

US $6.9520220

18 Fun Designs 
+ 

See how COLORS  
play together 

+ 
Creative ideas

Coloring has never been this creative. 
Get inspired with 18 different designs you 
can color or draw or paint all day. Add 
your own flair with pens, pencils, crayons, 
markers, or paint. Learn how colors go  
together with the included color wheel.   

•  Decorate your room, your binder, 
or your locker with finished pages

•   Tear and share bookmarks—one 
for you and one for a friend

•   BONUS! One page of mini  
SWIRLING designs

•   Collect the whole series!  
Each book features designs  
by different quilt artists

UPC

# 3

And Now, Just Relax...

http://www.karenkaybuckley.com
http://www.karenkaybuckley.com
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Book Reviews & Notes

C&T Publishing Acquires Kansas City Star Quilt Co. to Bring You an Established Line of 
Quilting Books and Patterns

C&T Publishing is thrilled to announce the acquisition of Kansas City Star Quilts from Cypress 
Media LLC to bring you an established and popular line of quilting and cross-stitch books and products. 
Effective July 10, 2015, C&T will be publishing and distributing the Kansas City Star Quilts, My Stars, 
and Star Stitch imprints.

With over 200 books in print, Kansas City Star Quilts is a terrific and seamless addition, and 
rounds out C&T Publishing’s robust list with more traditional, contemporary, and modern titles. Looking 
forward to the next several months, C&T will be releasing 12 new titles, products, and more from 
esteemed KCSQ authors: Carl Hentsch, Diana Richards & Jan McGrath, Trisch Price, Edie McGinnis, 
Carolyn Cullinan McCormick, Shelly Pagliai, Sarah Maxwell & Dolores Smith, Black Bird Designs, 
Bonnie Hunter, and Yellow Creek authors Jill Shaulis & Vicki Olsen.

In the fall of 1999, The Star, now known as Kansas City Star, printed a few dozen patterns as a 
book to test the continued popularity of patterns printed in The Weekly Star newspaper. The 5,000-book 
printing sold out in less than two weeks! Since then, Kansas City Star Quilts has published a variety 
of books, introduced innovative patterns, re-introduced the “Star Quilts” brand, and debuted the ever-
popular KCSQ blog character Mrs. Bobbins, who also got a starring role in The Big Book of Bobbins.

C&T Publishing has been partnering with the most influential names in quilting to create 
exceptional books and products for more than 30 years. Kansas City Star Quilts embodies what we 
value: technical accuracy, celebrating the history and fun of quilting, and staying on top of the trends.

“The Kansas City Star Quilts list dovetails perfectly with our existing imprints, Stash Books and 
FunStitch Studio, and C&Ts list. Their authors are leaders in their fields, and we are proud to carry on 
the historical traditions started in 1928. And yes, we will continue to bring you Mrs. Bobbins, a favorite 
of KCSQ blog and Facebook followers,” says C&T Publishing CEO Todd Hensley.

Kansas City Star Quilts books and products will be available at ctpub.com, and at fabric retailers 
and bookstores worldwide.

Editor’s Note: As we were putting this issue of the newsletter together I received the following press  
release from C&T Publishing. With our focus on Ruby Short McKim and her book and patterns I thought this was 
newsworthy and wanted to share it our members.

Here are a couple of the Kansas City Star Books that are now available on the C&T 
Publishing’s website and at fabric retailers and bookstores worldwide. After publishing 
more than 1,000 quilt patterns the Kansas City Star published their last pattern, “A Fan of 
Many Colors” on May 24, 1961. 

In the book “Star Quilts – The Legendary Kansas City Star Patterns” you will find a 
collection of selected patterns circa 1928-1960. These block patterns have been redrafted 
with rotary cutting instructions. The easy-to-follow quilt patterns and instructions will 
result in beautiful colorful quilts for both beginners and experts. Each block is presented 
with its original pattern as seen in the “Star” including the text that accompanied that 
particular block pattern. You will find a photograph of the competed block along with 
easy to following cutting and piecing instructions. You will have so much fun re-creating 
one of these lovely quilts from a by-gone era.   Price $19.95

“Windy City Christmas – Quilted Memories of Marshall Field’s” by Diana Richards 
and Jan McGrath offers 15 colorful embroidery; piecing and appliqué designs that can 
be used together or individually. There are children’s aprons, a wall quilt, place mats, 
napkins, tote bags, pillow, a tree skirt and I love the Holiday Stockings pattern with their 
curled up toes and jingle bell cuffs. The main quilt project in the book pays homage to 
that grand store Marshal Field.  All the blocks in this project are embroidered. The center 
block has a beautifully stitched Christmas tree. The patterns are printed at 100% and in 
color. Instructions are clearly written.  All the appliqué in the book is done using fusible 
and machine stitching so you still have time to finish one of these projects in time for this 
year’s celebrations! Price $27.95

http://www.ctpub.com/
http://www.ctpub.com/
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One of the favorite features of the newsletter is the patterns. We could not offer these without the very generous 
donations from TAS members who donate their work to TAS and allow us to use the patterns as fundraisers for a year. 
I would like to encourage everyone to support our pattern designers.  To that end, we have listed our pattern donors and 
their contact information below. If you enjoy a particular pattern, contact the pattern designer and tell her “Thank-You”.

Do not forget to give credit where credit is due and include the name of the pattern designer on your quilt label. 

Pattern Contributors, Thank-You!

Karen Grover 
www.groverquilts.com 
Email: pkgrover2@comcast.net 

Carolyn Burgess 
Phone: 216-509-3700 
www.appliquesquiltsandmore.com
E-mail: appliquequiltsandmore@hotmail.com

Nancy Lee Chong 
www.prqc.com 
E-mail: nancy@prqc.com

Regina Grewe 
www.reginagrewe.de/index_e.html
 
Jeannie Austin 
E-mail: appliquéartist@yahoo.com

Connie Sue Haidle - Apple Blossom Quilts, 
www.appleblossomquilts.com
 
 

Nancy V. Enault, Lady Baltimore Designs 
512 Thoreau Spring Court 
Madison, AL  35758 
E-mail: LadyBaltimore2@aol.com

Bunny Leighton - Bunny Publications, P.O. Box 572, 
Williamsville, NY   14231    Phone: 716-632-2011 or 
E-mail: bunnypublications@roadrunner.com
www.bunnypublications.com

Jaydee Price 
E-mail: jaydee@olypen.com

Kathy McNeil
www.kathymcneilquilts.com
E-mail: walrusdesigns@aol.com

Kathy Quinn Arroyo 
E-mail: pbjworks@me.com 
www.pbjworks.us 
 
Jane Zillmer 
E-mail: janezillmer@hotmail.com
www.janezillmer.com

Book Reviews & Notes
A Bit of Appliqué Easy projects with a Modern Flair
By Amy Struckmeyer
Published by: Martingale/That Patchwork Place
In this book Amy Struckmeyer walks you through various different 

appliqué techniques. These include making a usable template or pattern 
piece, raw-edge fusible appliqué, raw-edge felt appliqué, turned-edge ap-
pliqué with freezer paper, gathered-circle 
appliqué, bias-tape appliqué, reverse ap-
pliqué, various stitches, using markers and 
marking and applying fusible interfacing. If 
you have wanted to try any of these tech-
niques the projects in this book offer a great 
opportunity for you to try the technique or 
material with something small and manage-
able.  Up your game with style as you work 
on any of the  17 stylish projects found in 
the book.  These range from quilts, bags, 
pillows and wearable items. Price $26.99

http://www.groverquilts.com
mailto:pkgrover2%40comcast.net%0A?subject=
http://www.appliquesquiltsandmore.com
http://www.prqc.com
http://www.reginagrewe.de/index_e.html
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Contacting The Appliqué Society
For general information about TAS send an e-mail to: president@theappliquésociety.org 
TAS President, Virginia Elliott:  president@theappliquésociety.org
Chapter Administration & Chapter Happenings, Arlene Beck: president@theappliquésociety.org
 please put “Chapter Happenings” or “Chapter” in your subject line
Membership,  membership@theappliquésociety.org
Newsletter Editor, Patti Ives: newsletter@theappliquésociety.org
Presentation in a Box, Jaydee Price:  membership@theappliquésociety.org
 please put “Presentation in a Box” in your subject line
Teachers/Designers/Authors, Deborah Webb: webmaster@theappliquésociety.org
Web Master, Deborah Webb:  webmaster@theappliquésociety.org

Board Officers
President: Virginia Elliott
Vice President: Eileen Keane
Secretary: Jan Wills 
Treasurer: Sherri Fields 

Directors:
Mary Ann Bettner    Deborah Webb 
 Dee Pitthan   Arlene Beck 

Bookkeeper: 
Janet Lenfant

TAS Mailing Address is:
 The Appliqué Society ®
 P.O. Box 89 
 Sequim, WA  98382-0089   
 www.theappliquésociety.org  
 Phone/Fax 1-800-597-9827    

AQS (American Quilter’s Society)
P.O. Box 3290, Paducah, KY  42002-3290 
Phone: 1-800-626-5420 
Fax: 270-898-8890    E-mail: order@AQSquilt.com
Website: http://www.AQSquilt.com

C&T Publishing Inc. 
1651 Challenge Drive, Concord, CA  94520-5206 
Phone: 1-800-284-1114     Int’l: 1-925-677-0377 
Fax: 925-677-0373     E-mail: ctinfo@ctpub.com
Web: http://www.ctpub.com

The resource file contains contact information for suppliers of items that appear in the newsletter. 
Landauer Publishing
3100 NW 101st Street, Suite A    Urbandale, IA  50322 
Phone: 1-800-557-2144  
Web: http://www.landauercorp.com

Martingale  (That Patchwork Place) 
19021 120th Ave NE, Suite 102  Bothell, WA  98011 USA 
Phone: 1-800-426-3126      Int’l: 1-425-483-3313 
Fax: 1-425-486-7596 E-mail info@martingale-pub.com
Web: http://www.shopmartingale.com

The Resource File

Business hours:
  Monday - Friday 8:00AM - 5:00PM Pacific   
 Any orders submitted after hours or phone 
calls after hours will be processed or returned on the 
next business day.

  Please be aware that we do not have an official 
office for TAS. All TAS business is conducted in volunteer 
member homes. This makes TAS unique and enables us 
to serve you more personally. We appreciate your service 
and support. TAS would not be the amazing organization it 
is without member volunteers!
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 The Appliqué Society   
Membership Application 

http://www.theappliquesociety.org 
 
Name: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________  

Address:_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  
City:  ___________________________________________________  State/Prov: ________________ Zip __________________ +  ______________  
                                                                                                                                             (Required 9 number USA Zip Code) 
Country:    USA       Canada       International  
Telephone:    ______________________________________   E-Mail:  ______________________________________________________________________  
                                                                                                                (Please Print) 
If you belong to a chapter please include your chapter's name: _____________________________________________________________  
 

Member #  #                                                       or check here if a First Time Member       
 

Membership 
(Includes the 
Newsletters) 

 US $25 (1 Year) *                         US Resident $50 (2 Year) * 
 Canadian $30US (1 Year) *         Canadian $60US (2 Year) *  
 International $35US (1 Year) *     International $70US (2 Year) *   

$ 
 
 

Online Only (Newsletter is not received in the mail) – US, Canada or International  
For Online Only check here              $25US (1 Year)          $50US (2 Year) 

 
 

TAS Pins Logo     US $6     Canadian $7US     International $7US 
Special 10-year Anniversary Pin  US $6    Canadian/International  $7US   

 
 

Show Pins 
 US $6     Canadian/International  $7US 
 2001 Texas     2002 Ohio     2003 California     2007 Florida 

 
 

Newsletter Back issues of the newsletter   US $6      Canadian/International $7US 
           J/F     M/A     M/J     J/A     S/O    N/D         Year     ________ 
           J/F     M/A     M/J     J/A     S/O    N/D         Year     ________ 
Back issues beyond one year are only available if they are in stock 

 
 
 

TAS Shirts Sm     Med      
US/Canada/International $25 plus $5.95 shipping  

 
 

Eula May Long 
Patterns 

 A    B    C   $10 each   

    Place Check # or Money Order Number here                                    Total 
Make Checks payable to The Appliqué Society -  with US funds only 

$ 

VISA    Master Card    American Express    Discover 
Credit Card Number: ________________________________________________________ Exp. Date _____/______ 
Name on Credit Card_________________________________________________________________________________ 
Signature: _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Amount Charged $ _________________________                                     * Verification number _____________ 

*Add the verification number from the front or back of your card 

 

* If you receive your newsletter in the mail, you also have access to the newsletter online. 
Leave Blank for Office Use 
N       R                # 
Int.       Canada       
Pin       Pattern    
Date       NL     

Mail to: 
 The Appliqué Society 
 P.O. Box 89 
 Sequim, WA  98382-0089 
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Reminder:

Please check your mailing label to know 

when your membership expires.

Submitted by: Lynn Wiltzius
Haven’t Missed A Stitch quilt group was invited to 

participate in the Lewis County Breast Cancer Survivor Quilt 
Show. Cil Brown, a member of Haven’t Missed A Stitch, was 
the organizer of the quilt show for her LCBCS group. Members 
of HMAS as well as Myron’s Girls, all donated unwanted quilt 
items to sell at the merchants table. HMAS decided to sell items 
at the show, and then donate the procedures to the LCBCS 
group. Over two days of selling items, we were able to make 
$653 which was given back to LCBCS. Several members were 
great in participating in selling at the booth. Those who helped 
raise the money for LCBCS where, Barbara, Braun, JoAnn 
Shurtz, Cecila McLaughlin, Cil Brown, Bev Jordon, Heildi 

Mitchell, Lynn Wiltzius, Deanna Brix, Susy Carpenter, 
and Joyce Knauer.  JoAnn Shurtz was instrumental in 
getting the tables for selling at LCBCS quilt show. She 
collected all the donations as well as ironed and sorted all 
the fabrics.   Donations were provided by all members of 
the two groups.  JoAnn was missing from the photo but 
we would like to say that JoAnn Shurtz was instrumental 
in getting the tables for selling at LCBCS quilt show. She 
collected all the donations as well as ironed and sorted all 
the fabrics.   Donations were provided by all members of 
the two groups.

Chapter news...Haven’t Missed A Stitch

Lynn Wiltzius and Cil Brown

Breast Cancer Survivor  
Fund Raiser


